eSight

®

Reduce energy costs with the most advanced, fully
web enabled, M&T solution available on the market
eSight is a comprehensive and intuitive energy monitoring and targeting suite, providing an
impressive range of techniques for managing all aspects of energy related data. eSight is fully web
enabled and is available online or may be installed to site.
Data may be automatically imported to eSight from data loggers, BMS and SCADA systems,
production systems, electronic billing data and spreadsheets. eSight already interfaces with most of
the major systems manufacturers so integration with existing equipment couldn’t be simpler.
eSight is a scalable product, suitable for use across any industry sector and companies of any size.

eSight Modules
Energy Analysis

Display Energy Certificates (DECs)

Perform broad analyses of energy data including
electricity analysis and league tables.

Construct display energy certificates in line with
EU legislation, using our accredited module.

Benchmarking
Create
benchmarking
reports
based
government or user defined standards.

on

Emissions Trading
Automatically manage CO2 emissions in line with
EU ETS legislation. Keep track of carbon trades.

Reporting
Use a variety of report templates which may be
run against different companies, sites and meters.

Tenant Billing
Financial Analysis
Manage supplier contracts, create and monitor
budgets and analyse energy in terms of cost.

Invoice Validation
Validate invoices manually or automatically in
bulk.

Procurement
Analyse supplier contracts to determine the best
rate based on historical consumption profiles.

Exception Reporting
Automatic energy alarms distributed by eSight
report, Email or SMS text message.

Calculated Meters
Calculate plant efficiency, compare sub meters
with a main meter or aggregate data.

Data Exchange
Allows the import and export of data in a large
variety of formats.

Calculate energy consumption and subsequent
billing of tenants across one or more sites.
Generate bills on a scheduled basis.

Dashboards
Bring together essential energy information on a
single page. Up to four screens may be viewed at
once with automatic updates every minute.

Product Features

Data Import

Fully Web Enabled Technology

Data may be automatically imported to eSight
from a wide range of sources including data
loggers, BMS or SCADA systems, electronic billing
data and spreadsheets or manually if required.

eSight is a 100% web enabled solution, built
using the latest web-based (.NET 2.0) technology.
This means that eSight:
Only needs installing to a single location
 Can be accessed via the internet or intranet
 Only requires the Internet Explorer application
to access eSight from the client PC
 Can be managed from a single central location
thus
making
installation
and
ongoing
maintenance simple and cost effective.


Remote Data Transfer
eSight Energy provides a number of methods for
transferring data from remote locations to eSight.
Data may be transferred across the internet or
intranet via FTP, modem, SMS and email. eSight
Energy’s Email stripper tool will automatically unpack data from an email and import it to eSight
for analysis.

Scalable Architecture
eSight Energy has specifically designed eSight to
be flexible and scalable and therefore suitable for
use across organisations of any size and any
industry sector.
eSight may be tailored to individual requirements
both according to functionality via the modular
design, but also according to the number of
meters to be monitored.

Intuitive User Interface
eSight is an extremely intuitive product. eSight
Energy believe that our users should be able to
access their energy data with ease. We believe
that we have achieved this in eSight with a user
interface which is exceptionally user friendly.

System Configuration
eSight provides the ability to easily set and
maintain the system configuration parameters.
Administrators may define user rights to screen
off data by company, site and even down to
meter level. Menu options may be turned on or off
and drop-down boxes may be edited by the user
with ease.

eSight Express
eSight Express provides a simplified window
through to eSight, specifically designed with
novice users in mind.
eSight Express enables users to perform basic
energy and cost analysis, access energy reports
and manage alarms. eSight Express combines the
power of eSight, with the simplicity of an interface
accessible by users at any level.
eSight Express may be branded to meet your
corporate requirements.

eSight Language Packs
eSight is now available in a variety of languages
including English, French German, Spanish and
Dutch. eSight express is also available in a variety
of other languages.
Additional languages are available on request.
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